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About This Game

Marooned somewhere in the Pacific Ocean you need to gather the scarce resources you find to try and stay alive in the hopes of
rescue.

Explore, craft and hunt in this first person desert island simulator.

Features:

An open world containing over 30 different islands to explore
Dynamic night/day and weather system

Manage your vitals for thirst, hunger and exposure to the natural elements
Hunt for edible fish, crabs and boar using a spear
Craft various items to help you survive the islands

Use the modular building system to create a home for yourself
Collect water and grow plants to sustain your life

Watch out for sharks lurking in the ocean

Roadmap:

More plants to grow for eating and crafting
Additional depth to the crafting system

Co-operative game mode
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Game environment improvements
Bug crushing and performance improvements

Feedback from the community to help direct and grow the game
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Title: Shimmer
Genre: Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
Zatara Software Ltd
Publisher:
Zatara Software Ltd
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or higher

Processor: Intel Core i3 or higher

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: GTX 770 or higher

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I loved it. I am a huge lover of side-scroller platformer puzzle type games such as this and loved every minute of my
playthrough even through the many MANY deaths and restarts. The stages have a nice variety of length and even when I DID
know the trick many of the levels continued to challenge and excite me. I could hardly stop playing it and wound up playing late
into the night.

The story which is unlocked through completing the stages didn't answer much of any questions but instead continued to pose
them in a way that SOMEHOW left me both satisfied when I came to the conclusion but also strangely yearning for more. I
wanted more of this. I've paid anywhere from anywhere from 10 to 40 bucks for games nowhere NEAR as engaging as this was
for me. Your mileage may vary but all in all it's a cheap puzzle based teleporting platformer that I greatly enjoyed.

And any who complain about the censorship please visit Pixelgreed's Discord channel to find your patches.. Fun Game so far
but   Do Not Buy

Bethesda withheld the information that the game uses Denuvo Anti-Tamper until 24 hours before release. Bethesda
also withheld the information that both the pre-order content and Deluxe Edition content require a 3rd-party 
Bethesda.net account until 24 hours before release on the game's Steam page. Because the main game can be played without a
Bethesda account but the DLC content cannot, this in effect holds paid for content hostage until you create a Bethesda.net
account. Bethesda's own website does not mention the need for a Bethesda account on their own support page on System
requirements (as of 1:40 AM Central Time May 14th 2019, 3.7 hours after release. Withholding this information which would
have impacted pre-order sales until right before release should be considered a form of fraud\/false advertising. Both measures
would have taken more than a day to add to the game's code and Bethesda would have known about it for a substantial amount
of time before release. The only reason to have withheld this info would be to prevent the inclusion of these requirements from
affecting pre-orders. This is greedy and unethical corporate behavior.

TLDR: Good Game but Bethesda withheld critical game info until 24 hours before release in order to gain more pre-orders and
are now holding extra content hostage until you create a Bethesda account

  Addendum: As a response to comments, let me clarify:

 A: The ease of creating a Bethesda account or the need to do so, as well as the inclusion of 3rd party DRM are not the
issue that I am raising. It is the fact that the need create an account and the inclusion of additional DRM was hidden
until 24 hours prior to release. The only logical reason to for the Publisher to withhold this information was to protect
pre-order sales. I and I suspect many others, waited until system requirements were released before pre-ordering the
game. The appropriate time time for this information to be released would have been when the system requirements
were released. I know of many people who would have not pre-ordered the game just because it uses Denuvo or
requires yet another account to be created. Even after release, the official Bethesda support site article on system
requirements does not mention the need for a Bethesda Account (found at 
https:\/\/help.bethesda.net\/app\/answers\/detail\/a_id\/41842\/~\/what-are-the-system-requirements-for-rage-2-on-pc%3F ).

  B: As for Denuvo, it is well within reason for a company to want to protect their product from piracy. I do not begrudge the
Publisher for including 3rd party DRM. Instead I begrudge them for withholding information on it until 24 hours prior to the
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games release.

  C: As for reviewing the game itself, so far I have found it fun and enjoyable. I am only recommending that you not buy this
product due to the way the publisher withheld important information about the product almost to the last minute. It is my
opinion that this corporate behavior should not be rewarded by giving a review that is encouraging others to buy the product..
One of the best games I've ever played, most bugs already fixed and dev is constantly adding content and polish current game.
You feel like you are in a real RPG.
Get before price increases with all future content.
Many hours of gameplay available.. An old classic shootem up type game for the old fashion type gamer that like games in the
win vista versions wouldnt have it any other way in a classic game like this. I give the game a 8 out of 10 review just becasue its
an old fashion game in todays gamer social hub it would not be the best choice for a hard core gamer at all.. Great story, the
platforming can be difficult if you don't learn from your mistakes. The bosses are difficult and a good place to learn the controls
well as you die repeatably.

Expect to die a ton of times. Some areas seem almost impossible to survive through the first try, but you can keep attacking it an
wearing it down as you become more skilled.

Don't expect an easy game. I am pushing through because I love the story. Also after the about 300th death I think I am getting
the hang of it. I just need to stop standing on traps while looking for where to go next.

Note: there are a few things that could be done to improve the experience a bit, and I am sure they are working on them.. The
fun and simplicity of mini golf on a full real course.Extremely fun and not rigid.Smooth and polished.The best golf game I have
played in and out of vr.Praise Jesus !. So...remember all those old "Choose your own adventure," style books from when you
were a kid? The Heroes Rise series is like that, but with much less page flipping and with a more engaging story.

The game's not perfect, but for what it is and what it costs, I'd say give it a look. You might be surprised. I certainly was.. I got
this in a Steam Sale Bundle and at first thought, despite the reviews, the game description sounded like my type of game. Like a
tactical stealth strategy action game where you kill aliens, who doesn't like the sound of that? However, I can't recommend this
game to anyone as I'll list below in the Pros and Cons:

Pros:
\u2666 The game downloads

Cons:
\u2666 The game loads to a black screen no matter what options you choose (This is terrible as the game doesn't even work, it is
just a black screen and when you move your mouse you can hear menu options and sounds but you can't play or see what you
are clicking)
\u2666 Very Buggy (Just check the reviews and discussion page for numerous bug reports)
\u2666 The developers don't seem to care about the game (People have reported numerous bugs and no dev has repsonded or
attempted to supply a fix for any of them)
\u2666 Can't get achievements or 100% this game as game is broken (This is annoying for anyone who wants to 100% every
game)
\u2666 Developers are releasing new games instead of fixing this one (This game was released in January and is broken, yet the
developers released a new game in March... seems as though they are sweeping this one into the bin, leaving all those that paid
for it with no game)

Overal, do not buy this game as 9\/10 people including myself can't even get to the main menu. This is because despite what
options you choose, the game loads to the main menu screen with sound, except all you can see is a black screen. I have tried re-
installing, verifying cache, numerous Windows Compatibility mode settings and nothing has worked, nor has there been a
solution given by the developers. Therefore, this game is unplayable and I can strongly recommend no-one buys it.

PS: If anyone is wondering, I have more than the required hardware to run this game. I have Windows 10 (Fully Updated) with
my other PC hardware found here: http:\/\/prntscr.com\/bpxkku. It needs something to play for... In this version this game is
boring.
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LOOK...the game is unfinished...the problem with early acces is that the games dont get to be finished....the controls are ok...
the graphics are...well pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥... there is only one server and the map shown in the screenshot isnt on the server... u
join u log on u play tons of hackers.... i say wait....or just dont buy. The Best <3. This is one of the funniest couch game I have
ever played!. It's the toy version of the Backfire.... DS3 is Truly amazing, I love the music, gameplay , graphics & boss fights.
The game is difficult and takes time to learn but at the end is very rewarding

I would highly recommend buying 10\/10 masterpiece.. I love this game good story over all, great Characters and the backround
for this world is Beautiful its a great sence of imagination and I cant wait till they make a second game!. it will not launch. Did
you like Banished? This is an exact old looking 2D copy.
Just joking.

+ This game is in Early Access and I like it more than other god-like simulations.
- You have nothing to do after like hour.

Pretty good game, I'm waiting for it to be completed.. This would be a fun game, however it seems to crash alot, and than you
lose your progress.
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